We employ Lasso shrinkage within the context of sufficient dimension reduction to obtain a shrinkage sliced inverse regression estimator, which provides easier interpretations and better prediction accuracy without assuming a parametric model. The shrinkage sliced inverse regression approach can be employed for both single-index and multiple-index models. Simulation studies suggest that the new estimator performs well when its tuning parameter is selected by either the Bayesian information criterion or the residual information criterion.
I
In the last decade, sufficient dimension reduction has generated considerable interest in high-dimensional regressions involving a univariate response Y and a p-dimensional predictor X=(x 1 , . . . , x p )T. The basic idea is to replace X with a lower-dimensional projection P S X without loss of information about the conditional distribution of Y |X, where P S is the orthogonal projection on to S in the usual inner product. No pre-specified model for Y |X is required. The parsimonious target of a sufficient dimension reduction enquiry is the central subspace, S Y|X (Cook, 1996 (Cook, , 1998a , defined as the intersection of all subspaces SkRp having the property Y ) )X|P S X, where ) ) indicates independence. Consequently, P b X extracts all of the information from X about Y , where b is a basis of S Y|X . For further background on the central subspace, see Cook (1998a, Ch. 6 ) and the references contained therein.
One of the most widely used methods for estimating the central subspace is sliced inverse regression (Li, 1991) . In order to improve its estimator and the accuracy of predictions, Naik & Tsai (2001) proposed model-selection methods for single-index models. In contrast to the variableselection approach, Cook (2004) recently applied a model-free method for assessing the contribution of variables. In addition to variable selection and hypothesis-testing approaches, we employ Tibshirani's (1996) least absolute shrinkage and selection operator, Lasso, to develop a new method, the shrinkage sliced inverse regression estimator. Miscellanea
To better understand the motivation underlying the shrinkage sliced inverse regression, we briefly review shrinkage estimators in linear regression models. Consider a linear model y=Wp k=1 g k x k +e, which has been well studied with different assumptions regarding the predictors and the random error e. Breiman (1995) considered a linear model in which all but a few of the {g k } are nearly zero. To deal with such situations, he proposed a nonnegative 'Garotte' method as follows: letting {g @ k } be the ordinary least squares estimators, find {c k } to minimise
where t is a tuning parameter. The resulting estimators, g A k =c k g @ k , are the Garotte predictor coefficients. Decreasing t results in more of the estimated coefficients being zero, which may lead to a more interpretable and accurate prediction model. A drawback of the Garotte is that its solution depends on the sign of the ordinary least squares estimate. In the same spirit, Tibshirani (1996) proposed the Lasso estimator, defined as the set of {g k } that minimises W i
These shrinkage methods can work well when model assumptions between y and x are specified.
To eliminate the need for a model for Y |X, we employ Lasso shrinkage in the context of sufficient dimension reduction to obtain the shrinkage sliced inverse regression estimators, which are often parsimonious and accurate even when the form of the model is unknown. In addition, this approach enables us to estimate parameters of a multiple-index model, whereas Garotte and Lasso do not.
L     
2·1. Algorithm and tuning parameter for L asso Several algorithms have been proposed for computing Lasso estimates, such as Tibshirani (1996) , Fu (1998) and Osborne et al. (2000) . In this paper, we focus on Fu's shooting algorithm, which is based on the fact that the Lasso estimate is equivalent to the solution of the penalised least squares problem
where l is the tuning parameter, Fu adopted Tibshirani's (1996) generalised crossvalidation method for selecting the tuning parameter l: for a given l, solve (1) to obtain the Lasso estimate g A and then compute the effective number of parameters, p(l)=tr {X(XTX+lW−)−1XT}−n 0 , where X is the n×p data matrix, W− is the generalised inverse of W=diag (2|g A k |), and n 0 is the number of g A k such that g A k =0. The value of l is selected by minimising
In addition to generalised crossvalidation, we also consider Akaike's information criterion (Akaike, 1973) , the Bayesian information criterion (Schwarz, 1978) , and the residual information criterion (Shi & Tsai, 2002) :
where s @ 2=/{n−p(l)}. The performance of these four criteria will be discussed in § 3.
2·2. Sliced inverse regression
Sliced inverse regression is a widely used method for estimating the central subspace. Usually it requires that the standardised predictor, Z=S−1/2{X−E(X)}, satisfy the linearity condition Suppose we have a simple random sample of size n of realisations of (X, Y ), which has a joint distribution. Let X 9 be the grand average of X. The sample version of Z is Z C =S C −1/2(X−X 9 ), where S C is the usual sample covariance matrix of X. Suppose there are h slices with n y observations in the yth slice. Thus, the sample version of M SIR can be represented as Schott (1994) and Bura & Cook (2001) .
2·3. Shrinkage sliced inverse regression The sliced inverse regression approach provides an estimator Span(b @ ) of the central subspace, of which the elements of b @ µRp×d are usually nonzero. When a large number of predictors or highly-correlated predictors occur in data analysis, we would expect that only a subset of the predictors are needed in the construction of 'sufficient predictors', bT i X (i=1, . . . , d), suggesting that some rows of b are all zeros. To this end, we employ the Lasso technique to develop a shrinkage sliced inverse regression method which compresses some rows of b @ to 0's.
It follows from Cook (2004) that a basis for the span of the eigenvectors corresponding to the d largest eigenvalues of M C SIR can be obtained by minimising
). Let A C and C C be the values of A and C that minimise F. Then Span(A C ) equals the space spanned by the d largest eienvectors of M C SIR . The value of A C is not necessarily unique, but Span(A C ) is. Focusing on the coefficients of the X variables, we restate F(A, C) as
where BµRp×d. The value of B which minimises (2) is exactly b @ and the estimator of S Y|X is Span(b @ )=Span(S C −1/2A C ). We now can present the following lemma.
L.
A shrinkage sliced inverse regression estimator of S Y|X is Span{diag (a A)b @ }, where the shrinkage indices a A =(a A 1 , . . . , a A p )TµRp are determined by minimising
subject to Wp i=1 |a i |∏t, and the values of B C and C C =(C C 1 , . . . , C C h ) minimise (2).
Proof. Since sliced inverse regression provides B C and C C , we are able to adopt the Lasso approach to obtain the shrinkage indices a A as the argument a which minimises
subject to Wp i=1 |a i |∏t. After algebraic simplifications, equation (4) is the same as equation (3). %
The shrinkage estimator diag (a A)B C constitutes an estimated basis for the central subspace. Note that the shrinkage indices a A can be obtained using Lasso algorithms. To be specific, let
where vec (.) is a matrix operator that stacks the matrix's columns one by one. Then a A is exactly the Lasso estimator for the regression of j n on the data matrix D n . When tÁp, a A i =1 (i=1, . . . , d); that is shrinkage sliced inverse regression becomes sliced inverse regression. As t gradually decreases, or l increases in a version of (1), some indices a i , tend to be 0, which indicates that their corresponding predictors are not needed for the regression given the other predictors. Thus, shrinkage sliced inverse regression enables one to shrink the coefficient of the sufficient predictor without assuming a model. In summary, shrinkage sliced inverse regression is a two-step procedure: first, apply sliced inverse regression to obtain the structural dimension d, the response j n and the data matrix D n ; secondly, compute a A via the Lasso approach by choosing the tuning parameter l as discussed in § 2·1.
S 
We consider scenarios involving linear, single-index and two-index models, and correlated predictors. For each setting, 100 replications were generated. We report the performance of shrinkage estimators for shrinkage sliced inverse regression and Lasso when it is applicable.
First, we consider a linear model y=gTX+0·5e, where g=(1, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0)T, XµR24, and x i (i=1, . . . , 24) and e are independent and identically distributed standard normal variates. Hence, there are 21 zeros out of a total of 24 coefficients. We computed Lasso and shrinkage sliced inverse regression estimates where the tuning parameter l is selected via criteria discussed in § 2·1. To make comparisons, we report the average number of zero coefficients, the mean and standard deviation of the correlation r between the estimated g @TX and the true predictor gTX, and the median of the mean squared error E C (g @TX−gTX)2, where g @ is the estimate of g. For the Lasso approach, Table 1 shows that the Akaike information criterion is most conservative, the residual information criterion is most liberal, and all Lasso estimates perform better than ordinary least squares estimates. However Lasso methods underestimate the number of zero coefficients. In contrast, shrinkage sliced inverse regression results in much closer counts. It also performs better than Lasso in terms of the accuracy of the estimated sufficient predictors measured by the correlations. 
, ordinary least squares; , sliced inverse regression; , generalised crossvalidation; , Akaike information criterion; , Bayesian information criterion; , residual information criterion; n, sample size; , shrinkage sliced inverse regression; Ave 0's, the average number of zero coffficients in g @; , sample standard deviation of r or |r|; Median , the median of mean squared error E C (g @TX−gTX)2.
Lasso methods generally target linear models, while shrinkage sliced inverse regression methods can be applied to single-index and multiple-index regressions as long as the linearity condition holds approximately. For example, we applied shrinkage sliced inverse regression to singleindex models and heteroscedastic error models such as y=g(gTX)+0·5e and y=g(gTX)e, where g(gTX)=exp (x 1 +0·5x 2 +x 3 ). Unreported results are qualitatively similar to those of the linear model. Finally, we consider the two-index model
where b 1 =(1, 0, . . . , 0)T , b 2 =(0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)T, XµR24, and x i (i=1, . . . , 24) and e are independent and identically distributed standard normal variates. To assess the impact of correlated predictors on the performance of shrinkage sliced inverse regression, we also adopt Tibshirani's (1996) correlated predictors setting to generate a multivariate normal vector XµR24 with cov (x i , x j )=0·5|i−j| for this model. The results of both cases are presented in Table 2 , where
). The performance of shrinkage sliced inverse regression estimators is only slightly affected by the correlations among the predictors. The residual information criterion performs best, followed by the Bayesian information criterion. Unreported results also show that increasing sample sizes improves the performance. 
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D
The shrinkage approach introduced here can be extended to other dimension reduction methods, including sliced average variance (Cook & Weisberg, 1991) and principal Hessian direction (Li, 1992; Cook, 1998b) estimators. The shrinkage sliced inverse regression approach can also be extended to categorical covariates (Chiaromonte et al., 2002) and binary response models (Cook & Lee, 1999) . We believe these efforts would strengthen the applicability of shrinkage methods to dimension reduction.
